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1. Converted audio deepfakes

To enable the training of joint detection framework on
visual and audio deepfakes, we utilize existing video deep-
fake datasets with the audio channel available and convert
these authentic audios into deepfakes by extracting Mel-
spectrogram representations and reconstructing the speech
from various vocoders [4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 5, 12]. By doing so,
the content, speed and the speaker identity of the original
speech will be maintained meanwhile synthesizing artifacts
are inserted.

To prove the effectiveness of this authentic-to-synthetic
conversion, we train an audio deepfake detector sharing the
same architecture with the audio stream proposed in the
paper using authentic and converted speech from DFDC
dataset (English speech). We run this detector on in-
the-wild (ITW) audio deepfakes from the Internet gener-
ated by unknown TTS systems. Specifically, we collect a
dataset including 742 videos with synthetic speech from vi-
ral YouTube channels [3, 1] and an online demo [2]. We use
speech from VoxCeleb [8] (original from YouTube) as real
data to balance the dataset.

As comparison, we train the same detector using speech
data from ASVSpoof2019 LA [10], which is a benchmark
spoofing dataset including synthetic speech generated from
19 types TTS or VC systems. We compare the perfor-
mance of models trained with converted data (CVT model)
and ASV data (ASV model) on in-the-wild audio deep-
fake dataset in Table. 1 and Fig. 1. We can see that
model trained with our converted fake audios could gen-
eralize well on challenging ITW audio deepfakes, except
for ’Speaking of AI’ YouTube videos, majority of which
contain background music or sound effects. ASV model
has been trained with clean data collected under experimen-
tal settings so that it achieves unsatisfying performance on
noisy ’VoxCeleb’ speech (authentic).

2. Cross-modality attention

To understand how the cross-modality (inter) attention
helps the visual and audio deepfake joint detection, we visu-
alize patches around mouth regions from video deepfakes,

Acc (%) AUC

CVT model 81.96 89.55
ASV model 66.62 79.24

Table 1: Accuracy and AUC results on ITW audio deep-
fakes for models trained with our converted fake audios
(CVT) and benchmark audio spoofing dataset (ASV).
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Figure 1: Accuracy of sub-categories of ITW audio deep-
fakes.

which achieves top and bottom 10% of attention weights in
Fig. 2. On the other hand, we also visualize the audio Mel-
spectrogram under the same attention setting in Fig. 3. To
show the audio quality we show both real audios and the
fake counterparts. The attention weights tend to fire on the
sequence location where synthesizing artifacts appear in vi-
sual or audios, which might cause the mis-match between
lip motions and the speech.

3. Inference

Our proposed model has 3 outputs from the sync-stream
and video / audio streams indicating the probability of the
whole sequence and each modality being modified. Dur-
ing training, the sync-stream enriches the video and audio
representation by discriminating synchronization patterns
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Figure 2: Visualization of patches in deepfake video sequences with lowest and highest attention weights at the locations.
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Figure 3: Visualization of audio Mel-spectrograms with lowest and highest attention weights at the locations. For each pair
of results, left represents the real audio and right is the fake audio.

between authentic and fake pairs. For doing inference in
practice, to understand whether the output of sync-stream
can still be an indicator (sync-stream) or directly referring
the predictions from each modality (two-stream) is a bet-
ter option to determine deepfakes, we compare the perfor-
mance of the proposed model making inference with these
two ways in Fig. 4. The results demonstrate that the sync-
stream prediction itself can be a more robust indicator to de-

termine whether the whole sequence has been manipulated
during inference.

4. Robustness to noise

We observe that jointly training audio and visual stacks
is able to make the model more robust to the noise in-
serted into the visual modality, which could commonly hap-
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Figure 4: Inference accuracy of utilizing the output of sync-
stream (sync-stream) compared with referring the proba-
bility of each modality (two-stream) to determine whether
the input sequence is a deepfake. Results from FF, DFDC
datasets as well as unseen category evaluation on FF are
shown.

pen for deepfake videos due to the compression artifacts.
Specifically, We randomly insert guassian noise, JPEG and
video compression (with 0.5 probability) to the FF testing
videos. For independently trained models, the accuracy of
video stream goes down to 93.12% from 98.41% (5.29%
drop). Our proposed model ({2+1}-stream) got 94.22%
with original 98.81% (4.59% drop), which indicates the po-
tential that our method (utilizing extra sync signal) could be
more robust to noise.

5. Additional results and visualization
We further show the sub-category performance of visual

and audio deepfakes manipulated by different methods in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For DFDC, manipulation methods are
not released, so we only report accuracy for real and fake
categories. We could observe that jointly trained deepfake
framework ({2+1}-stream) outperforms or being compet-
itive with independently trained framework on majority of
visual and audio categories as well as averaged results.

We show more visualization results indicating which re-
gions the network focus on to make decisions in Fig. 7. The
same with paper, in (a) and (b), we show results from inde-

pendently trained video deepfake detector (top) and from
the video stack of the {2+1}-stream+att network (bottom)
for FF and DFDC datasets respectively. By jointly training
with the sync-stream, majority of the attention falls on the
mouth regions indicating that the correspondence between
lip motions and the audio channel could be automatically
learned. In (c), we also visualize where the {2+1}-stream
framework with shuffled audiovisual pairs pays attention
to for making predictions and observe that such correspon-
dence no longer exists for training with unpaired data.
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(a) Video stream
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(b) Audio stream

Figure 5: Sub-category accuracy (%) of video and audio streams for FF dataset. The first category represents real data and
the rests are deepfake categories.
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(a) Video stream
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(b) Audio stream

Figure 6: Sub-category accuracy (%) of video and audio streams for DFDC dataset
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Figure 7: Visualization on where the network focus on while making predictions. (a) Frames from DFDC. (b) Frames from
FF (blurred for identity protection). For each set of results, the top row is from independently trained network and the bottom
row is from joint detection framwork with sync-stream. (c) Visualization from the network with shuffled audios.


